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A note on intensity disrepanies in the simulated SVLF spetraand the ambiguity onerning the identity of S0 level 484To orret for the intense sattered light perturbing the resonane �uoresene intensi-ties of the SVLF spetra, a 300 s sattered light aquisition was subtrated from a 300 s�uoresene aquisition for eah spetrum. It is obvious from Figures 3 and 4, however,that this orretion was not su�ient to systematially remove all sattered light fromthe resonane transitions. Nonetheless, it should be noted that it is a onsistent featureof our simulations that in the deviating ases (Figure 4) the experimental resonane �uo-resene intensities are greater than the simulated intensities, thus indiating inompletesubtration of sattered light.Besides the disrepanies onerning the intensities of the resonane transitions, the si-mulated intensities of only two (out of 434) vibrational transitions di�er strongly enoughfrom their experimental ounterparts to deserve speial mention: the 472
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480

3
transitionat 231 cm−1 in the 472 SVLF spetrum and the 462

0
480

4
transition at 201 cm−1 in the

46
2 SVLF spetrum. Both have simulated intensities approximately six times the orre-sponding experimental intensities. The disrepany in the former ase seems to be un-systemati sine the orresponding transitions to the 471483 level in all other old SVLFspetra do not show similarly large di�erenes. The disrepany in the latter ase is sin-gular in the same sense. However, it a�ets a transition to the 484 level whih has beennoted in setion 4 and in the Note Added in Proof to Paper I to su�er from an ambiguity.Based on the simulation of the S0 torsional potential of mode ν48 arried out in Paper I,we assigned the band at 186 cm−1 in the 00 SVLF spetrum to the 480

4
transition. This as-signment a�orded the best agreement in the least-squares sense between the experimentalii
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and the simulated torsional frequeny spaings (Table 6 of Paper I). Moreover, it impliesonly moderate anharmoniity for the S0 torsional potential as assessed by omparisonbetween the frequeny of the 484 level (186 cm−1) and the frequeny of the only otherobserved overtone 482 (89 cm−1). In ontrast, an alternative possibility for the assignmentof level 484 was found based on intensity evidene instead of frequeny spaings. Thisalternative is the band at 201 cm−1 (seeTable 1). It a�orded the best agreement in theleast-squares sense between the experimental intensities of the orresponding transitionsto level 484 in our old SVLF spetra and the simulated intensities obtained from the Du-shinsky �t. It has to be noted, however, that the Dushinsky �t with the 484 frequenyset to 186 cm−1 instead of 201 cm−1 yielded parameters nearly idential to those in Ta-ble 3. Consequently, the simulated spetra resulting from this �t strongly resemble thosegiven in Figures 3 and 4 exept that the intensities at 201 cm−1 are shifted to 186 cm−1.Due to this disrepany between intensity and frequeny spaing evidene and due to thefat that the alternative torsional potential simulation with 484 set to 201 cm−1 and thealternative Dushinsky �t with 484 set to 186 cm
−1 equally deteriorate to a small, butnotieable degree, this ambiguity onerning the identity of the 484 level has to remainunresolved. It is, however, of minusule importane to the overall Dushinsky analysis aswell as to the S0 torsional potential simulation of Paper I.
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